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Generally, implied terms of contract are regarded as a concept in Common 
Law, and not in Civil Law. But as a means of filling the gaps of the contract, 
there is a similar concept in Civil Law, functionally and essentially. Today, 
though there are still some differences between Common Law and Civil Law, 
the convergence of them is clear, especially in contract law. It is undeniable 
that Common Law is dominant in business rules of the world. As economic 
growth is continuing and the size of economic exchange of China and foreign 
country continues to enlarge, the laws will keep on exchanging themselves. The 
interpretation of the contract will be more and more important. As a more 
important and mature system, implied terms of contract plays a positive role in 
the practice in the contract. Because our country is deeply affected by Civil 
Law, the research on the implied terms of the contract is not so deep and 
systematic. So the achieved research does not play a guiding part in the judicial 
practice. My study bases on comparatively comprehensive information 
collected, explore the main aspects of the implied terms of the contract, hope to 
have a help to rich and improve the theory of the implied terms of contract, and 
also hope to provide some theoretical guidance in judicial practice. 
The paper is divided into four parts except introduction and 
acknowledgment: 
Chapter one is a general overview of the implied terms of contract. First, 
elaborate historical background of appearance of the implied terms of contract 
and the definition of the implied terms of contract. Second, elaborate the cause 
why the contract has some gaps and legitimacy of gap-filling. 
Chapter two is the including and excluding of the implied terms of contract. 
Subchapter one is the including of the implied terms. This part is divided into 
two sections: one is the prerequisite of including and the other is how to include. 















divided into two sections: the parol evidence rule and merger clause. 
Chapter three introduces the legislative conditions of the implied terms of 
contract in the main countries of the world and the international legislative 
conditions of the implied terms of contract. 
In chapter four, explore the implied terms of contract in China. Elaborate 
the conditions of theory and legislation of the implied terms of contract and 
how to refer to the beneficial parts of the implied terms of contract in Common 
Law. In this way, it may help rich the theory and judicial practice of China. 
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